Installation

The IP2 is supplied with two male-to-male nipples, support bracket and wrench. The installer needs to supply two female compression fittings to allow the filter to be connected to 15mm pipe. Fit on cold water lines only, and in accordance with local bylaws and regulations. Protect from freezing.

Specifications:

- Max flow: Dependent on filter choice
- Max pressure: 5 BAR
- Max water temp: 25°C Water, 27°C Ambient
- Height: 557 mm
- Diameter: 135 mm
- Inlet/ outlet: ¾” BSP female thread
- Filters: 20” nominal length
- Materials: Head and bowl; Polypropylene
  Seals; EPDM rubber
  Pipe adapters; Polypipe
- Colour: Blue
- Includes: Bowl wrench
  Built in pressure relief valve
  Metal fixing bracket
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